
Medial Healer Training 4 

Medial Healer training means being able to heal yourself so that you can heal 
others. 

Oronos 

The Medial Healer Training is for your heart to awaken and your mind to 

travel. A lot is going on, on Mother Earth. A lot is going on, on your planet 

Earth. And Oronos is very happy that you are using this power and that you 

are here to awaken many sleeping people, to bring many humans, animals, 

and plants into a new consciousness. Because the quantum field is 

intelligent love vibration, intelligent love force. And you have forgotten that 

on Mother Earth. Because you, your souls, everything originates from the 

quantum field. And so many people are filling their lives with thought junk. 

And because so many sleeping humans are still manifesting 98% thought 

junk, what is currently happening on Mother Earth has become a reality. 

Fear has overrun everything. And now we need to help you and your planet 

and all humans, animals, and plants to restore divine order, reclaim divine 

freedom and reexperience the divine potential. 

And so many humans are still comfortable, are still so connected to their 

comfort, and don't want to change anything at all because it has always 

been that way. But that means death or illness. But you, who have chosen a 

life in love without comfort and who are here to manifest life in love trustingly, 

have no reason to step out of life. You step into life. And a life without 

comfort means you always have 100 percent life force and 100 percent love 

force available. Astonishingly, all humans, animals, and plants come to 

Mother Earth with intelligent love energy. But what disaster happens when 

people turn away from their souls, turn away from their divine potential, and 

turn away from this intelligent love? 
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Medial Healer Training 4 

Medial Healer training means being able to heal yourself so that you can heal 
others. 

Currently, this is the reality that you have on planet Earth. Be alert, really be 

in the frequency of love and vitality, and really connect with other people. 

Because now it is really about completeness. This time is about 

completeness on Mother Earth. 

Technics: 

• Jesus – Initiation in the 12 mantras 

• Maria - Initiation into the gates of heart communication  

• The light - technique from Jesus 

• Hormone technique 

• DNA technique 

• Enlightenment of the communication center 

• Enlightenment of the visual center 

• Belly button technique for soul contracts 

• Opening of the soul mate gateway 

• Initiation for strengthening the 3rd eye 

• Oronos - Initiation for truthfulness 

• Oronos - Initiation in creativity 

Seminar price: 2100 euros                      Registration: ruth@annrai.at  
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